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The Opportunity of Study Groups
ver the years working with students, Sat Shree

O

on it, as an entry point into a deeper contemplation

has found that when people connected to him

or inquiry into our own experience on the spiritual

conduct a Study Group using the scriptures his

path. In a Study Group we take the light of truth a

teachings are based on (The Bhagavad Gita, The

scripture or teaching embodies and turn that light

Mother book, or The Bhagavad Gita Revealed),

deep into how we are living our lives. This brings

a remarkable spiritual acceleration occurs. This

greater illumination to where we are in alignment

happens not only for the person facilitating, but

with Divine and where we are still operating –

for the people in the group as well. In Sat Shree’s

often unwittingly and unconsciously – in a state of

words, here is what can happen in Study Groups:

bondage. In a Study Group meeting, one or more
topics are taken from a scripture or teaching that

Both the Gita and The Mother book are

reflect essential aspects of the spiritual path, and are

handbooks and spiritual scriptures. As such

used as the focus for that meeting’s contemplation

each carries their own unique wisdom which

or inquiry.

we can learn to bring into our lives. Both

A

also have a tangible and distinct impact on

ligning with this opportunity and contemplating

our consciousness and our lives that work in

together in a field of shared intention will evoke

unseen ways. This process can totally alter our

the Sat force to come through the facilitator and

relationship with our self and the way we connect

into the group. In this way we, as the facilitator,

with the Divine. Studying these scriptures

are empowered. We also empower one another

can be a time of great reflection, change, and

through sharing our experiences. The possibility

vulnerability for people. Thus, we deeply honor

for our further awakening and the unfolding of our

ourselves and everyone’s unique process in the

spiritual journeys expands.

group. Everyone has their own journey, their
own unique way to the Divine. ~Sat Shree

T

he opportunity of a New Dharma Study Group
is to use the wisdom of a living scripture

sanctioned by Sat Shree, or Sat Shree’s revelation
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How do you stay aligned when you’re not in
proximity to me? Work for me. You do your
part by having an activity in your life such as
a meditation group or a study group, that is
linked to me. You become the one who holds
the space, you’re the one who the Force
will then come through. You will feel the
response as people are affected by the Force
that’s coming through you and you will begin
to get informed about what you’re becoming
in a way where being with your group is
equal to being with me. One of the great
things about this manifestation principle is
that by doing it you become it.
~

SAT SHREE
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Being a Study Group
Facilitator
W

B

uses, and a sincere commitment to serve in this way.

Ultimately your role as a facilitator is to become a

Certain trainings offered by New Dharma may be

channel or instrument for the Sat force and the

suggested to empower you further as the facilitator

teachings. You soon discover that the more you can

in holding space for others and conducting groups

get out of the way and let the Force do the work,

in alignment with Sat Shree’s teachings.

the more truly you will be serving Sat Shree, the

elcome. The most important requirement to

eing a Study Group Facilitator asks you to step

become a facilitator of a Study Group is your

up as a Divine being to empower and guide

connection with Sat Shree, the scriptures which he

people to the next level of what they are becoming.

mission of New Dharma, your own unfolding, and

I

n essence, the role of being a facilitator is quite

the evolution of consciousness.

simple. You show up, be in presence with

the group, and use Sat Shree’s teachings and
revelations as the lens to inquire into your own

It is for you to learn to open yourself up
to be a channel and instrument for the
Sat force, the consciousness that is now
entering this dimension, without your
ego overtaking it. In this way we make
the path clearer and empower those
who are struggling to come more fully
and truly into existence. There is no
mightier purpose!
~

experience in life and on the spiritual path. As you
set the example by inquiring into and sharing your
own experience, by being open, authentic and real,
the group members will follow. Using yourself as
an example makes the teachings you offer alive
and allows participants to do the same. The more
dynamically you embody Sat Shree’s teachings
yourself, the more you become the means by which
the teachings are transmitted.

SAT SHREE
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Creating a Study Group
reating a Study Group starts with an intention

C

information for your group to christinatn@gmail.

to do so. An intention opens up our ability to

com to request a flyer. She will send it as a PDF that

recognize the possibilities that already exist around

can be printed or sent digitally. When you have

us to manifest that intention. When you declare

your completed flyer, please send a copy of it to

your intention, you will find that there are people

newdharma.globalgroups.us@gmail.com for final

you already know who would be interested or

approval.

will support you. The next step is to take actions
Coordinate with New Dharma to announce your

including those listed here:

group. Once your meeting details are finalized, email

Begin aligning yourself with the material. Here

them to the Global Groups team at newdharma.

are some things you can do immediately to begin

globalgroups.us@gmail.com. New Dharma will

preparing to facilitate:

assist you in sharing your event information by:

•

Read and listen to or watch the online revelations
of The Bhagavad Gita and The Mother book by

•

Sat Shree or read The Bhagavad Gita Revealed

Group on New Dharma’s website Global Group/

by Sat Shree in advance of facilitating your

Directory page.

group. See Appendix 1 for Sources for The
•

•

Bhagavad Gita and The Mother book.

Supporting you in creating an event listing
and post on Mighty Networks - New Dharma’s

Write The Bhagavad Gita and/or The Mother

community platform.

book. Sat Shree suggests writing one chapter

•

per day.
•

Posting the location and contact for your Study

Potentially including an announcement of your
Study Group in New Dharma’s email newsletter.

Join Sat Shree’s online programs including
Get the word out about your Study Group. There

satsangs, intensives, and retreats.

are a variety of other ways you can let people
Work with New Dharma to prepare a flyer. The

know about your Study Group. Focus on people

New Dharma webmaster, Christina Nellemann, will

and networks familiar to you. Start with friends and

create a flyer for any Study Group. See Appendix

people you know that may be interested in what

2 for sample study group flyers. Send the final

you are doing. Consider what social groups you are
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already involved in or perhaps an email service you
already use. Other digital media ideas you might
like to explore:
•

Meetup Groups: bring people together in your
community

•

Facebook and Instagram: connect with people
through your personal or business page

•

MailChimp: email marketing service

•

WhatsApp: bulk messaging application

Distribute flyers and posters. Share your flyers
in your community, give them to friends, and post

Contemplating on your own experience
with the teachings and scripture you
are using and how they have affected
your life will put you in touch with the
Sat force and inherent wisdom behind
the teachings. Then, while in that space,
when you invite people to join you in a
Study Group meeting, or talk to people
to support the group, this Sat force will
do the work.
~

them in appropriate locations such as yoga studios
and health food stores. You can also post notices
or ads in local publications, calendar listings, and
websites.

SAT SHREE
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Preparing to Facilitate
a Study Group
T

he

energy

and

consciousness

you

When gathering in person:

bring

during your planning and before Study Group

gatherings will energetically be felt by people.

•

Ensure the room is clean and arranged

When carrying out the preparation steps needed

appropriately for the gathering with enough

before the meeting, you are, in fact, modeling

chairs for participants.

for participants how to collaborate and co-create

•

Arrange the seating in a circle, with the space

a possibility for serving a purpose higher than

for the facilitator designated by using a side

themselves, by aligning your intention with Sat

table or by having some extra space around

Shree and the Sat force.

the facilitator’s chair. This allows everyone to
feel connected, see each other, and see the

Consider the following preparations prior to

facilitator.

facilitating your Study Group:

•

Decide where the audio player/computer
should be placed so that all can hear and/or

Prepare the physical space. Make the space

see it easily.

“conscious.” Whether you are gathering in person

•

Consider the need for the meeting to be audible

or hosting your meeting online, look with “new

on a recording (see additional information

eyes” at the space where the meeting will be held.

about recording the sessions on pages 11 and

The consciousness and order of the environment

12). For example, decide where the recorder

supports the intention of the Study Group. Here

should be placed so you can record yourself as

are suggestions as you prepare for an in-person or

you begin the group and where it will be placed

online gathering.

so others can hold it when they speak. It’s best
for each person to hold it when they speak,
otherwise Sat Shree or the supporting Global
Group mentor cannot easily hear.
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When gathering online:
•

Segments can be 15 to 20 minutes long. In general,
you can use one or two excerpts per gathering.

Be sure you are comfortable using basic Zoom

When you plan your meeting, sequence it so that,

functions. See Appendix 3 for general zoom

for each excerpt shared, there is enough time for

information to support you with facilitating

people to contemplate the material and share their

online.
•

experiences related to it afterwards. Sometimes it

Check your monitor video view before the other

may happen that only one of the excerpts chosen

participants join you. Consider including what

will be sufficient for the length of the meeting as

you would have had at your physical meeting

people may share deeply of their experiences and

to be in view, such as a picture of Sat Shree, a

revelations. Be prepared to adjust to the dynamic

lighted candle, flowers.
•

and needs of the group. This increases your

Open the Zoom room 15 minutes before the

capacity as a facilitator.

meeting start time. This allows people to gather
and sit in silence prior to the start, just as some

Read the chosen book aloud with the group:

arrive early to a physical gathering.
•

Another possibility is to move through the material

If you will be getting up or moving around

of a book by reading each chapter together. In

before the meeting begins, mute yourself and

this format each participant reads a portion of

consider turning off your video to minimize

the book aloud in the meeting, and in this way,

distractions for those joining.

everyone partakes in dynamically co-creating the

Choose the format you wish to have for your

group. The facilitator should become familiar with

can consider for your Study Group, depending on

mind where to pause to open the space for sharing,

Study Group. There are a couple of formats you

the chapter to be explored in advance and have in

the material (book) you choose.

contemplation, and reflections. We have seen this

Select excerpts from Sat Shree’s revelations to focus

but it can also work well for The Bhagavad Gita or

format work well for The Bhagavad Gita Revealed,
The Mother book.

in the Study Group meeting:
Listen to or watch Sat Shree’s recordings on

Send an introductory letter to participants.

The Bhagavad Gita or The Mother book, and/or

Before your first meeting, contact everyone in your

read The Bhagavad Gita Revealed in advance of

group via email and describe the purpose of the

facilitating a Study Group and select excerpts that

group, details about the meeting, and a little about

you feel pulled to explore with the group. You may

the chapter you’ll be covering. Encourage people

want to watch the parts that call to you several times.

to read the chapter and listen to the audio of Sat

As you do so, note the beginning and ending times

Shree’s revelations and/or to read the chapter

of those segments that appeal to you or which you

before coming to the meeting.

feel would be helpful to share with the group as a
way of opening the opportunity for self-reflection.
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recordings of your group to support your own
growth as a facilitator. You may also wish to share

In the introductory letters you may wish to include

recordings, from time to time, with your Study

an inquiry question(s), related to the chapter. This

Group mentor if you would like reflections or

supports participants to focus as they explore the

guidance on a specific issue.

chapter. In addition, if you plan to use inquiry as a
means for people to relate to the material you share

Commitment to Confidentiality

during the gathering, then the inquiry questions

Anyone listening to the recordings on behalf

you share in the introductory letter could be the
same that you use during the gathering.

of New Dharma holds them in confidentiality,

Make recordings of the meeting for Sat Shree and

of such an intentional gathering. By listening

of Study Groups. In addition to Sat Shree listening,

reflections, your mentors can help support you

integrity and in appreciation of the sacredness

your mentor. Sat Shree often listens to recordings

to the recordings of the sessions and sharing

each new Study Group will have the support of

in growing in your role as a facilitator. Please let
your group know of New Dharma’s commitment

a Global Group mentor for approximately three

to confidentiality.

months. In order for Sat Shree and New Dharma to
provide full support, it is necessary that each group

Ensure a Clear Audio

session be recorded during this period, and the

Make sure each person is speaking directly into

recording of the session sent to New Dharma (see

the recorder, or is clearly audible on Zoom, when

instructions below for sharing your recordings).

it is their turn to speak. This way Sat Shree and
any mentors or trainers listening can successfully

Record Over the First Three Months

hear and understand those speaking. Be sure to

Ideally the meetings in the first three months

start the recording at the beginning and end it

are conducted in English so Sat Shree and your

when the program concludes. You may pause the

mentor can listen to and understand what is

recording while a video is being played.

being said. If this is not possible for you and/or
your group, please let your mentor know, so you

Know

can discuss other ways for the mentor to support

the

audio

recording

technical

you.

requirements. If you are conducting your group

Record After the First Three Months

Zoom. If you are hosting an in-person only meeting,

over Zoom, you can use the record function in
there are any number of recording devices you can

Following the three-month period, you are asked

use. New Dharma suggests using a Sony model

to send in one recording every three months. We

ICD PX440 with the USB plug-in for your computer

suggest you still keep recording every meeting so

on the back as a good audio recording device.

that recordings are available if an issue arises in
your group, and you also can share the recording

Tech Spec for Audio File Formats (Recommendation):

with the participants. It can be helpful to listen to

MP3 or MP4 Audio, coded at 64kbps to 128kbps
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Use New Dharma’s file naming format. Please
name your recording using the following format:

<YYYY.MM.DD> <Country code> <City/Region>
<Type of recording> <Facilitator>.
Example:
2021.06.07 US Washoe Valley NV Gita Study Ch 1
Satyapriya
Share/Send your recordings. Please follow the

steps below for sharing your recordings with New
Dharma:
1. All audio recordings of Study Groups should
be sent to New Dharma at the following email
address: newdharma.globalgroups.us@gmail.
com.
2. Since the recordings are large it is best to save
the files in a service such as Google Drive or

Leading a Study Group is an
opportunity to step more deeply
into the teachings in your life as well
as to allow others to come to greater
clarity and understanding in their own
experience of the Truth of who
and what they are.

Dropbox. You can include a link to the recording
with “edit access” enabled in your email.
3. Use the audio file name as the subject line for
your email.
4. In the body of your email please include:
•

A list of the names of the group participants
(first name is fine).

•

Approximately one paragraph (maximum

SAT SHREE

half page) about your impressions of the
gathering. This includes your sense of the
group and your experience of facilitating.
Sharing your impressions gives you a chance
to reflect on the meeting and can also be
helpful for your mentor or Sat Shree.
•

Indicate

any

areas

where

you

would

appreciate reflections or suggestions from
your mentor.
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Facilitating the Study Group
& Holding Sacred Space
he following components are guidelines for you

T

Preparing to hold sacred space creates the vessel that

to use to structure your Study Group meeting.

can receive both the wisdom, love, and transmission

Sat Shree emphasizes that consciousness needs

that comes from Sat Shree and his teachings. As you

structure to grow, and having a structure also

hold a state of presence and affinity with the group

provides the opportunity for us, and the participants,

others are influenced to discover and expand their

to meet whatever doesn’t want to surrender to the

inner capacity to grow spiritually.

structure. To listen to Sat Shree speak about the
Welcome everyone. Once everyone is present,

sacredness of structure see the video in Appendix
4 – Sat Shree on the Importance of Structure.

either in person or online, take a moment to look

at each person individually in the room, or screen,

As we grow in the art of facilitation, we will learn

and say WELCOME or NAMASTE. This will bring

what works and what doesn’t. The guidelines below

everyone together with you and can be a powerful

are sanctioned by Sat Shree as the Study Groups

entry point. Provide a brief overview of what you will

evolved over the years. They work well, but they

do in the meeting.

are not rigid rules, and some adjustment may be
Start with a short silent sitting/meditation. After

necessary according to your situation.

your welcome, open with a three to five minute
Connect to Sat Shree and prepare to hold sacred

meditation, describing it as a “silent sitting.” You can

space. Before you begin the meeting sit quietly for

briefly suggest that the participants focus on their

15-20 minutes if you can, connect with your inner

breath or bring their awareness to their bodies and

being, and simply breathe and feel what is going on

sit as quietly as possible.

in your body. Connect to Sat Shree and the Sat force.
Invite introductions & intentions. For the first

Set your intention for the meeting. This in itself will
create the space to allow whatever needs to arise,

meeting, as well as when new people join, invite

to arise.

participants to share their names and their intention
for participating in the group. Go around the
circle, passing the recorder from person to person.
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Or, if facilitating the group online, you can create a

you may wish to read aloud Sat Shree’s description

virtual circle by listing the names of participants in

of what can happen in a Study Group (see page 5).

the chat box and asking participants to unmute and
Review the common agreements. Share the

share in this order.

following common agreements to establish
Sharing Intentions

the ground rules you are asking everyone to be

At a first meeting of a group, it is important to create

aware of and follow. Read them aloud at each

space for people to voice the intent or purpose that

meeting:

they are bringing to the group. Sat Shree uses the
term “purpose” as the motivating principle that lives

Share the following common agreements to

each of us whether we know it or not. As you invite

establish the ground rules you are asking everyone

everyone to briefly share their intention, this gives

to be aware of and follow. Read them aloud at each

an opportunity to “see” and “receive” each person

meeting:

and also moves the whole group into alignment with
the overall intention for the Study Group.
Introduce Sat Shree. At the first group meeting,

•

We speak from our own experience or

•

Everything that is shared in the group is

•

as well as when new people join, it can be helpful

to share your own experience of studying and

understanding.
confidential

We honor what each person has to share,
therefore there is no interrupting a person’s

share, crosstalk or feedback. One person speaks

working with Sat Shree. Direct people to the New
Dharma website if they want more information. See

•

Appendix 5 for a handout About Sat Shree that you
can provide people after the meeting.

•

Commit to confidentiality. Let people know that
the recordings of the Study Group will be listened

at a time.

It is fine to share what comes up for you after

another participant shares; however, your sharing
should be limited to your own experience.

Allow a period of silence after each person

shares. This honors their sharing and allows you
to find a match of what they shared in your own

to by Sat Shree, the Global Group mentor, and in

body and experience.

rare situations by others for training purposes within

•

New Dharma. The purpose of sharing the recording

The facilitator may ask questions of the person
sharing to clarify or support the person.

is to allow others to fully support the facilitator so
the group can be of greater benefit to all. Let people

Co-create the vessel by reading the guidelines

know that the recordings are confidential within

aloud. Explain to participants that to create a strong

those mentioned above and for sole purpose of

vessel, at each meeting, they will read the following

overall support.

guidelines aloud. You may invite participants to each
read one point by passing the handout around the

Set the intent. The more intentionally you set the

room or using the Share Screen feature in Zoom.

intent for the group at the beginning of the meeting,

See Appendix 6 for Creating the Vessel Guidelines.

making the opportunity of the group clear to all, the
more purposeful the group will be. To support this,
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Provide an overview of the chapter. Give an

the facilitator, need to be familiar with the material

chapter you are going to study. To bring it alive, share

and invite sharings and reflections. Sometimes a

overview of key points at the beginning of the

and have in mind where is a good point to pause

your personal experience in relation to the points

question for inquiry and contemplation can evoke

you are speaking to in the Chapter. For example, in

a greater participation. Before the sharing period

Chapter 1 of the Gita you could talk about your own

it is best to have a few minutes of silence for

experience of dejection.

participants to tune in to what arose for them. After
everyone has shared and feels complete you can

Start the presentation of the teaching material,

move to the next part, page, verses, and so on until

depending on the format you have chosen.

the end of the meeting. Make sure that you have
enough time at the end for sharing and a natural

Watch 1-2 clips or audios to hear Sat Shree’s

completion.

commentary on the chapter. When you are first
starting a group, we recommend you play a 15 or 20

Facilitate sharing or inquiry after listening to Sat

minute segment and then ask for responses from

Shree’s commentary or reading of the teaching

the group. This longer length helps participants to

material. There are a number of ways to open the

become familiar with the material. As the group

space for sharing:

becomes more familiar with the book and material,
you can play shorter clips. Make sure that when

•

choosing clips you allow enough time for sharing

Ask people what the recording and chapter
brought up in them, or what they resonated with.

after each one. In one gathering you generally

or

may use between 1-2 clips/audios, depending on

•

the size of the group and length of the meeting.

Invite participants to share their own experience
of the section just listened to or read.

or

Start reading the chapter or page the group is

•

about to explore. If you decide to have the book

Slowly read an inquiry question you created and
shared in your introductory email into the space.

read in the meeting, we recommend you be the

Type inquiry questions in the chat box if you are

first one to read to set the energy of the gathering.

meeting on Zoom. The next section provides

Set the order of reading and let participants know. If

more detail on how to use inquiry.

you are meeting in person you can read clockwise,
if you are reading online you can put the order in

Important reminder: Always invite people to speak

the chat box to minimize interruption between

from their own experience, what is true for them.

readings. After you read you can invite the next

If your group is new you can also remind them of

person to follow, and so on. Normally each one

other parts of the Guidelines at this point to help

can read a page in the case of The Bhagavad Gita

them remember how to find themselves and what

Revealed, a couple pages for The Mother book,

to share.

or a set of 3-5 verses for The Bhagavad Gita. It is
best that there is enough reading so the energy
of the person reading can really be felt. You, as
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Bring the gathering to close. After the sitting you

How to Set the Order and Norms for Sharing
If you are meeting in person, you may ask the group

may want to have an informal period where people

to share in the order they are seated in the circle.

can ask questions or share. If you are meeting in

If you are conducting the meeting on Zoom you

person, you can provide drinks or snacks if you wish

may set the order of the sharing using the chat box

for anyone who might want to stay after. If you are

feature. You may also invite participants to share

meeting online, you can make yourself available

“popcorn style” as they feel ready to share.

afterwards for those that wish to stay a little longer
and/or have questions. This is optional, but it can

Allowing Silence and Managing the Sharing Space

help build group cohesion, fellowship, and can

Just prior to people sharing there may be an

support people in staying engaged with the Study

awkward silence. This is where holding the space

Group. Or you can Namaste and say goodbye.

is required. During this time simply sit together in
silence as a group as this allows the intent to build in
the group. By allowing the silence you establish your
authority with the group. Notice what arises for you
but do not be afraid of the silence. Several minutes
may go by before someone is moved to speak. Once
the sharing begins, it may take off and be vibrant. Be
sure that no one person dominates. If this becomes
a challenge you can set a time limit of 5-10 minutes
for each person’s sharing to be sure everyone has
a turn. You are not “leading” the group, but you are
facilitating what arises for people in the context of
the purpose of the group.
End the Sharing Period. At the very end of the
sharing period, say something like, “does anyone

have any final sharing or comment before we have
our closing?” This allows for a natural completion.
You can then bring the group to a close. Express
your gratitude and appreciation for the members of
the group and all that was shared.
Integrate with Silence and Stillness. To end the

time together, invite people to sit in silence and
stillness for 5-10 minutes. This allows integration of
all that has been shared and received.
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Using Inquiry to
Explore the Teachings
he suggestions below are offered to support you

T

the case that a topic and the ensuring sharing are

if you decide you want to use inquiry to guide

so rich that the group wishes to engage in it longer

participants’ exploration of Sat Shree’s teachings.

and perhaps make that the topic the sole focus of a

We also invite you to take a look at the facilitator

gathering. Use your discernment and intuition about

resource materials for Inquiry Groups for more in-

whether the sharing continues to be dynamic or if it

depth information here: satshree.org/teachings/

is time to move to a second topic.

inquiryresources.
Introduce the question and sit in silence for 3-5

Select one or two inquiry questions/topics per

minutes. After watching the clip, listening to the

gathering. Using the video/audio you have selected

audio, or reading some segment/verses, invite

for the gathering, or based on the chapter you will

people to sit in silence as you read the inquiry

be exploring, create two inquiry questions (or topics)

question aloud two or three times, inviting them to

that will support people to inquire deep within and

go deep within and to be open to what arises.

discover any revelations that come up for them. You
will use these questions/topics one at a time. Please

Follow the rest of the guidelines in the previous

note it is best to have fewer and simpler questions,

section of this Guide.

as a way to minimize the tendency of the group to
stay in the mental or to engage in storytelling. The
purpose of the inquiry is to evoke a deeper response
from within.
It may be the case that one topic/question sparks a
deep response with the group and participants have
a lot to share. Observe the energy of the group to
know when people are ready to move on to a second
topic drawn from the same teaching. It may also be
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